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In. the absence of the President, Mr. Feyder (Luxembourg), Vice-President, took

the Chair.

The meati ng was called to orde r at lO. 20 a.:.m.

AGEmA ITEM 39 (continued)

\PESTlDN or PALESTINE

(a) REOORT OF THE mMMITTEE ON THE EXERCISE OF THE lNALIEN1\BLE RIGHrS OF 'l'fIE
PALESTZNIAN PEX)PLE (A/44/35)

(b) REOOR'l OF THE SECRETARY~GENERAL (1\/44/731)

(c) DRAFT RESOLUTION; (A/44/L.43 to A/44/L.45, A/44/L.50, A/44/L.. 51)

Mr. BtDAI (Hungary): The past year MS witnessed many positive changes

in international politics. The general trend of these changes points to the

creation of a safer world with the renunciation of the use or threat of force as a

means for settling disputes and with a growing awareness of the need for dialogue,

negotiation and co-operation instead of confrontation. This trend has alt'eady

brought about tangible p~ogrese towards the solution of most of the regional

conflicts in the world. One of the striking exceptions is the Arab-Israeli

conflict, which continues to be a source of tension and instability for the nations

of the MidcUe East and threatlens international peace and security in general.

The international community has accepted and reaffirmed in numerous United

Nations resolutions that the core issue of the conflict is the question of

Palestine, which cannot be sol~ed until Israel withdraws from the territories

occupied since 1961 and until the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people,

including their right to self-detarmination and the establishment of their own,

sovereign and indepanden t State. are recognized.

The situation in the occupied Palestinian territories has dramatically

emphasized the need to make progress towards attaining those objectives. The
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(Mr. Sudal, Hungary)

intfftlllfleaUQl of efforts by Israel to suppress the Palesttn:'an lntifadah anc! tbe

tne,..ln; EetIOrt to at'*' focae and ot_ violent actloft bave not achieved

theh pu~rte4 ~eeult8. !bey bave (1\1, 6ggravate4 the pUgbt and suffedftC) of the

Palestln_ PlCPle by bringing upoa thea even harsher en4 more cruel fOfU of

repceuta. ttle uprising of the P&1estlfttan people bl'8 continued end It "Ul soon

.ter lte thl,. rear despite overwbellllng ocJ4s. tbe eKceaslve and indiscdminate

us. 01 IOICe br Israeli troops, Gnl1 tte punlehllent and intlmldaUcn of the Arab

IlDIlUl,n108 resulting in aft extensive aft4 "lda range of violations uf hulIWl rights.

BveD. puttal Ust of the atreelUea end wrongdoings cCllul1 t teeS by the

QCCUpvlng er., against the unor.sd population wculd go beyond the l1elts of our

8ta~. The IIU11ng end vouncUng at &ttenceless Palestinian civilians, the

betl..,. 'Jle br.'ing of tIOnes, tbe 4egortatlons, the imposition of restrictive

ecCftlOl1,c .uarea., the dellOlltlo:a of houe•• the ransacking of real ~ personal

~ee-rtle.a tile collectlve punlshsente anO <letentlons, are all part of s long and

.., recOld reflected In the r~porttt laaue4 uniSer the present: 1tell. These measures

_RCOIactnlne4 ss ~ecently aa 'OctobfJr la ~esolutlon 44/2 in whicb the General

~y eta..4e4 also tbat israel ebl<te scrupulously by the Fourth Geneva

CGwentioft and desist 118ed1ately 'rOll pOlicies and practices which were 1n

..~t1Qft Of tbII provisions of the Q:mventlon.

lunge" , ..fflr~ its SOlidarity with the 'ust struggle of tbe Palestinian

PlQPle fa. ate right to 8e1f~tefNinatlonend the establishllent of Ita own

..~ bCIiIIItland. Or. Matyse Sluras, President ad interim of the Republic of

1fuIrJ-" tau 1IlefiB&ga ~t to IIr. rauer Aratet, Chairman of the EKecutlve

a.ltt. C)f ... Pal..". Liberation Orgaplcatlon (l'U)), Oft the cccaslon of the

l .....'_~ .., 01 Solidarity witb the teJ.eltlnlan People, underUne4 our firm
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(Mr. Sudai, Hungary)

8 ••• a comprehensive solution should be sought for the Middle-East crisis,

the central elem~nt of which is the Palestinian question. We support the idea

of convening an international conference under the auspices of the United

Nations, which would, with the participation of all interested parties and the

co~peration of the per~anent member States of the Security Council, elaborate

the ways and means of the settlement of the crisis, quaranteeing the peace and

security of all States in the region. We highly appreciate that the Palestine

Liberntion Organization, having accepted the resolutions of the United Nations

Security Council, makes efforts to settle the Middle-East crisis through

political means.-

Resort to force and violence cannot lead to the results Israal hopes forI it

wl11 not ensure peace in the occupied territories, on the contrary it will further

increase hatred and suspicion and stiffen the resistance of the Palestinian

population. A ~ealistic and viable solution has to be political. It should

involve the recognition of both the legitimate political rights of the Palestinian

people and the rights of Israel to live in peace within secure and recognized

borders.

The conditions for a peaceful, negotiated settlement now seem to be more

favourable than befote. We believe that in these circumstances the world needs

more open and more flexible approaches. The maximum use of compromises, the

rejection of extremist actions and policies, the av~idance of ostraclsms and

self-excluslons from the process are .the fundamental requirements for the promotion

of new initiatives and new possibilities for solving the crisis and the core issue

of it, the question of Palestine.
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Mr. PHOOFOLO (Lesotho), The General Assembly discusses the question of

Palestine this year against the background of important and positive world-wide

developments that hold out unique prospects of breaking the impasse in the Middle

Eut, which in the past 40 years has become one of the most dangerous and sensi tive

focal points of conflict in contemporary international relations.

Tb the emerging trends in international relations towards the reduction of

tension, the halting of the arms race, and the increasing recognition that all

regional conflicts can be settled through dialogue and co-operation, must be added

the declaration in November last year of an independent State of Palestine and the

historic acceptance ~ the Palestine National Council of Security Council

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) an the basis for reaching a comprehensive

settlement and peace in the reg ion.

The overwhelming majority of Member States in the Assembly returned from our

memorable me.9tings in Geneva last year with raised hopes and expecta tions,

unanimous in the belief that the new developments had opened up new opportunities

for peace and were a significant contribution to the search for a canprehensive and

final solution to the Middle East problem.

However, the continuing eXPlosive situation in the region remains intractable

and still runs counter to the direction of these positive changes in the attitudes

and overall climate in international political relations. Nb other conflict in the

world today poses greater threats to international peace and security than the

situation in the Middle East, and no other cries out more loudly to the

international community for a peaceful settlemento

E~er so central to the Arab-Israeli conflict is the question of Palestine, the

question of a people deprived of its independence Md statehood, struggling to

defend its dignity and basic human rights, including their basic right to life,
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in the face of an occupying mUitary Power that persists in trampling uP2' their

aspirations ancS inalienable rights. contrary to the successive decisions and

resolutions of the United Nations and 1n blatant violation of the 1949 Fourth

Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilt.aR Persons In T1me of War.

the &1ng4om of Lesotho believes that. if humanity is at one In ita quest for

peace and justice on Barth. and if conmitment to the principles of the Charter of

our Organization is genuine and universal. then we must continue to ralse our

voices In defence of the rights of the Palestinian PeOple to national dignity and

self~termination and for the realization of their osp!ratlons for peace and

develQP!!lent.

Tbe urgency of adopting decisive measures to protect the Uves of the

Palestinians. who for years now have suffered degradation ana persecution under

foreign occupation. and the need to remuble our efforts towards firuUng a lasting

solutlan to the Palestinian confUct. leave no roan fOI rhetoric or procrastin&tlon.

Tbe Kingdom of Lesotho continues to attach great importance to the

lncUSPensable role that is being played by the Un! tee) Ha tlons in the search for a

peaceful settlement of the Palestinian question. The Ganeral Assembly, having

part! tloned the land of Palestine four decades ago Into two States - one Jewish and

one Palestinian - through its resolution 181 (11). still bears the responsibility

of fUlfilling the remaining part of its mandate to restora the Inalienable right of

the Palestinian people to statehood on the basis of justice and the occepted

principles of international law. which ia the central element to the settlement of

the prolonged conflict In the Middle East.

Prom the time of its political independence. When It ftrot 8aSuft8d Membership

of the Uht te<S NaUons. the King4an of Lesotho has eupporte<S scores of Assembly

resolutions aimed at achieving Peace in Palestine. fba' there Is still no peace In
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that region of the world today is because the parties directly concerned in the

conflict paid little or no heed to the repeated calls and demands of the

international community regarding the essential framework for a peaceful settlement.

There can be no condition more crucial to a lasting solution to the Middle

East conflict than the withdrawal of Israel's troops from the territories it has

occupied since 1967. The determination of the Palestinian people has shown beyond

any doubt that peace will remain an illusive goal until they have finally rid

themse1ve5 completely of the degradation and brutality of foreign occupationw At

issue here is the basic principle of international law that no territorial

acquisition Ut force can be recognized as a fait accompli.

Of equal importance is for the State of Israel to cease its programme of

mushrooming Jewish settlements on the Arab territories it occupied during the 1967

war and urgently to dismantle those settlements that have already been erectsd~

because such practices are bound to crea te yet more obstacles to peace that may

turn out to be difficult to remove in the long tun.

While military occupation itself constitutes a violation of international law

and the principles of the Charter of the United Nations, Israel's policies towards

the civilian population in the occupied Palestinian territories - which are

characterized by the excessive use of force, the deportation of indigenous

inhabitants, the demolition of houses, torture and other forms of violence - are

incompatible with its responsibilities as an occupying Power under the 1949 Geneva

Convention, are to be deplored and must be urgently brought to an end.

The Kingdom of Lesotho has consistently adhered to the view that any

comprehensive settlement of the Middle East problem is possii3le only if it is

founded on the basis of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), the

essential elements of which are the restoration of the inalienable rights of the
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Palestinian people to statehood, the return of the occupied Arab territories, and

the recognition of the right of all States in the area to live in peace within

secure and internationally recognized boundaries.

It is for this reason that the Kingdom of Lesotho continues to believe that,

owing to the multiplicity of interests involved and the international character

which the Middle East conflict has assumed since its inception, the modalities for

a comprehensive solution can best be handled within the framework of an

international conference, under the auspices of the United Nations, with the equal

participation of all parties concerned, including the authent\c leadership of the

people of Palestine. It goes without saying, however, that nothing can be achieved

by way of peace if some basic attitudes, the essential elements of which are

goodwill, flexibility and political commitment, do not become part of the behaviour

of the parties.

The Palestine National Council Declaration adopted in Algiers in November last

year has already opened up a new vista to new opportuni ties for peace. By

endorsing Security Council resolutions 242 (1961) and 338 (1973) as a basis for

negotiation in the framework of an international conference, and by accepting the

right to the edstence and security of all States in the region, as well as by

renouncing the option of violence r the Palestine National Council has demonstrated

a requisite attitude and a genuine desire to participate in the process of dialogue

leading to a lasting and peacefUl settlement of the conflict in the Middle East.

It is now vital for Israel to respond with a similar gesture and open up

negotiations preliminary to the holding of the international conference on the

Middle East. Peace is urgent. Our: generation cannot afford to be associated with

an era of lost opportunities.
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The Kingdom of Lesotho welcomes the decision by the Government of the United

States of America to open up direct dialogue with the Palestine Liberation

Organization as a constructive step that contributes immensely to the collective

efforts to achieve peace in the Middle East.

-~ ~.__~ _--'---~ ...-..l
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It is also a demnstration of realism that goes well with the historic

responsibilities for international peace and security which the international

comnuni ty has placed Q\ the Uni ted States of America as a permanent member of the

Uni ted Nations Security Council.

The Kingdom of Lesotho is convinced that any alternative peace plans for the

settlement of the question of Palestine, outside the framework of Security Council

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), are destined to fail and can lead only to

further deterioratiCX1 of the already violent situation in the Middle East so long

as they come short of addressing in full the issue that is central to the Middle

East conflict, which is the total restoration of the inalieb~ble rights of the

Palestinian people to self-determination and independence and the return of the

Arab territories occupied since the 1961 war.

We are equally convinced that any credible and genuine negotiations leading to

a comprehensive settlement of the Palestinian question necessarily have to

accolll'Rodate the dir'''~t participation of the Palestine Liberation Organization,

which h~, long been recognized by the General Assembly as the sole and leg 1 timate

represent31tive of the people of Palestine. That is the reality that all the

part~ts? to the Middle East c()nfliet can neither change nor escape. Obviously any

negotiation process that is intended to bring about justice must itself be based on

justice, and it is surely within the rights of the Palestinian people to determine

whom they should entrust with the guardianship of their aspirations and whom they

should not.

The Palestinian people in the occupied territories, through their popular

uprising, the intifadah, have clearly demonstrated that their resolve to pursue to

the end the implementation of their legitimate right to self-determination can no

longer be ignored, nor cm it be mdermined by the use of force, however brutal.
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Thls has etIlp!\s1zed emphatically the urgency of an active search for a ;enulnelY

negotiated an~ peaceful eettleaent.

The Itlngdoa of Lesotho reraalns committed and, through the Or9anhaUon. 'eady

to contribute to thls process.

Nr .. 9BIDlC)CZ)V (Union of Soviet SOcialist Republics) (interpretation from

Russian)' a re- aa,s ago In this Hall the Soviet delegation sat out in detail the

Soviet Union'. apprOlcb to ways and means of settling the Middle East probl•• an"

its core. tbe question of Palestine. The question of Palestine is beilQ discussed

at this session et a tlma of great significance for the fate of the Palestinian

people and the whole of the 1I1Mle East. '!'he directlm that that regian takeEh bow

and whether the Arab-Israeli conflict is resolvede wUl determine the future of the

Palestiniana and other 'rab peoples, and of the Israelis.

The United Nat~na. ~tch has historically borne particular responsibility for

the course of affairs in the IUMle Sast, has from the very beglnni~ taken as the

basis of its approach to the question of Palestine what seems to us to be the true

principle. me lan4, t1C peoPles, tvo States. Il has been clear: that coexistence

in the terdtory of historical Palestine has the characteristic of interdependence

and that justice and civilized development cannot be ensured for one people until

the same eondl tlons are ensured for the other.

We are convinced ttuit the primary reason for the fa llure of the frequent

attempts to restor. calm to the Middle East Ues In the tragic underestimation, In

actual pOlicies, of the close interrelationship between the peaceful coe.lstenee of

peoples an" the consistent observance of fundamental human rights anc!, above all,

the Ireeb 01 chOice, the rtght of each people to 4ecide its own futuree !'be

failure of t!QJle 'ad"" t.n the Arab-"IsraeU confUct to give priority to this

postulate h. fteQ\llaMl, tN'owa the "lddle Ba' into a state of bloody .rfare antS
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has placed it in a vicious circle of permanent confrontation. '1bday, once again,

we must note with deep regret that Israel's failure to recognize common human

values when the Palestinian people are concerned, its refusal to agree to an

unconditional gu~rantee of human rights, and its failure to ensure the right of

self-determination for the Palestinians and the right to create their own

independent State block the way t.o a genuine and comprehensive settlement of the

Palestinian problem, and thus of the entire Arab-Israeli conflict.

We sincerely share the profound concern that exists in the world about the

situation of human rights in the Arab territories occupied by Israel - above all in

the West Bank of Jordan ar'!d incll~ing East Jerusalem and the Gaze Strip. The gross

trampling under foot of the Palestinians' rights has gone so far as the institution

of a system of punitive measures aimed at undermining the very basis of existence

of the Palestinian Arab people as a cultural, economic and ethnic community.

Frequent mass arrests of those who are dissatisfied with the occupation and

destruction of the homes of Palestinians, confiscation of land and property, the

designation of water resources for the use of Israeli settlements, constant

militarization of the occupied areas, harsh restrictions on exit from and return to

the territory - all these are causing great damage to the social and cultural

development of the Palestinian population. Another example of this is the periodic

closures of Arab educational establishments, including establishments of higher

learning.

The peacefUl uprising of the Palestinian people, the intifadah, reflecting the

nation-wide consensus of Palestinians concerning their rejection of the Israeli

occupation, has caused the occupying Power to engage in repressive actions, s~ch as

Israel has resorted to before, but unprecedented in scale. No one can remain
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lmllOved by the scenes of violence occurring daily in the West Bank and in the Gaza

Strip. The number of peaceful inhabitants of the territory killed at the hands of

the occupiers now stands in the thousands.. Suc:h actions cannot be regarded as

anything but cold-blooded mass Il'Urder with the aim of intimidation. Of particular

concem Is the fact that amlJ} those dead and among the 48,000 injured a

slgtliflcant number were minors, old people and women, including pregnant ones.
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Cm you 1ustlfy by any considerations of eecUfU.y the <teeth of chUd~.ftt ~b.

_tUation of elderly people 01 tbe In4l1Clng of rosplratory illnesses In chUdren

thrwCJh the use by troops of bigh caooenUettOM 01 tear gas? More than

60,000 peuOIle ""0 Ilave been fighting against the Israel! OCCupation afe bel..., held

in cancentraUcn camps or Uftder administrative arr.t" ftere. is uple evlduce of

the torture of Pal08tlnlans In prisons IntJ of severe _t1~. of detalMes, often

to 4eath.. One of the mat flagrant violations of b&lllan riQhts "as bMft the

deportation 02 un, PalesUnians.. The cbief accusation aoalnet them was that they

bad taileD an acthe part in aell:lftS~ratloneagainst the occupation. '!'here i.

another prebl. also tn the QCCuplell territories, the appresalon 01' persecution to

"hleh the Muslim and Christian cClDtlUftltlae ere bel"3 sub1ect:el1. !be c19Ulaed

world cannot but condemn these acts of prcwocatlon, acts s~ • the recent

blockade of the Christian village of 8elt-8ahur or the atte1lPtB of Xsraeli

religious enremists to lay the foun4atlo11""st0n9 for tbe restoration of the '!'ftPle

of Solomon near e place sacred to the entire "usU.. world'" the IU Aqsa M08I:Jue in

East Jerusalem. &11 these ect8 are in 61ret vtolatlOft of lnt&tnational treaties,

above all ~e 'ourth Genova Coftvention or 1949 r.1atlft to tile Protection of

Civilian Persons in t1me 01 "el an4 ~M faurt" BaQ.ae O:Inftftt1oft of li07 and other

International legal instruments.

The demaN9 that Israel 8bould deals' froe ita 111egai _Ibna 1n the

territories It occupies Is clearly eet fortb &n the resolutlcn Clft the updstlJiJ of

tbe Palestinian people adoPted by the Clitoral "'eIlIb1, on e Q:tOber by 140 votes

to 2e The Soviet Union is In solidarit, "Ith tbl ••1fGSacrlftclng etruggle of the

Paleetlntan peopl. ana is &It, tD.m4 tb tIIolat. that tile «mtlftUatlo" c:if the

inhumane practlcee ~ tM IsraeU eaatJaorleve" AUeA_abk.-.a cm, fr~ ..

.""'" .
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ethical point of view but also from the point of view of the negative impact it has

on the cause of peace in the Middle Bast.

We call on the United Nations to take decisive measures to implement the

resolutions it has adopted on the question of Palestine aa,d to ensure a halt to the

Israeli terror and repression.

In the last year and a half a sufficiently broad political basis has been laid

for a peaceful settlement to the Arab-Israeli conflict. Its key elements are the

readiness of the ~alestine Liberation Organization (PLO), the sole, legitim~te

representative of the Palestinian people, to enter into negotiations with Israel

within the framework of an international conference in conformity with Security

Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) and in accordance with the desire of

the Palestinian people to coexist with Israel in conditions ~f peace and security,

the condemnation bytbe PLO of terrorism in all its forms, and finally the broadest

support by the international community for the proposals concerning the early

convening of the International Peace Conference on the Middle East under the

auspices of the United Nations, with the participation of the five permanent

members of the Security Council and all the parties eoncernedo One of the positive

points to be noted is the dialogue between the United States Adminsitration and the

PLO, which is increasing the possibility of finding an answer, through compromise

solutions, to the complicated problems and of confirming the existing understanding

throughout the world that the PLO is a truly reliable, equal and essential partner

in a future settlement, one without whose participation no stable and long-lasting

agreement can be ach ieved.

We must note, of course, that the path to a settlement cannot be one-way.

'1'0 give priority only to one's own interests - as is being done by the IsZ'aeli

leadership - or to see the main goal only as imposing its own vision of a solution
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to those thorny problems is only, in fact, to keep on creating new obstacles to

peace and ultimately to jeopardize not only the interests of others, but one's own

interests as well.

In the year that is now drawing to a close, although we have not seen the

breakthrough we desired, it has been demonstrated that the new situation as regards

a settlement is largely due to the intifadah or the constructive and realistic

positions which evolved from the nineteenth session of the Palestine National

Council and which have given a serious and positive impetus for the promotion of

effotts within the international corr"UUnlty and the Middle East towards peace. It

is not surprising therefore that many ideas and p~oposals have been put forward,

including ideas of an organizaticnal and procedural nature, for initiating the

peace process. We consider that each of these proposals should be closely

discussed and studied in detail. The criteria for an acceptable proposal include

the possibility, through its bnplementation, of prcmoting a settlement and of

continuiJJ;J 1:".0 take practical steps to that end. These initiatives can and must

have a rational core and must be subject to consultations and agreement by the

interested parties, and must be a part of the 11l11tifaceted task of preparing for

the International Peace Conference and be built into the process of drafting and

achieving a final settlement.

One common point in the proposals and initiatives made recently is the idea of

elections, an idea which was expressed first by the Palestinians themselves,

especially in the second statement of the united national leadership of the

Palestinian uprising in December 1987. We consider that there is sufficient

potential in this idea to help plan the settlement on a practical level. Therefore

we propose that discussions on this matter be initiated by the five permanent

members of the Security Council and then th~t the parties di rectly interested be

'..
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involved in the dialogue. Of course, thetQ may be other options but we must neve.r

lcse sight of the main question: To what extent does the path chosen serve the aim

of achieving a comprehensive settlement and of convening the International

Conference. In the last few months. much has been said about the

Israeli-Palestinian dialogue. As is well known. at its recent session in Baqhdad

the Central Council of the PLO adopted a decision on opening a dialoque with Israel

under international auspices to move the peace initiatives a step further. We

support that idea and will of course do everything we can to promote its

realization. As an important step towards reducing the confrontation and creating

an atmosphere of trust, Mr. Schevardnadze proposed that a meeting be organized

between the PLO and Israel on Soviet territory with the participation of the Soviet

Union and the United States. As reported in Pravda on 14 November 1989

Yasser Arafat stated that the PLO leadership agreed with those proposals by the

Soviet Minister for Foreign Affairs and is prepared to make efforts towards that

end. As a whole, we consider it a positive ~tep and believe that the dialogue

could make a constructive contribution to improving the situation in the Middle

East. particularly if it is carried out on an international scale. The main thing.

in our view. that is hindering major progress in this question of a settlement is

the continuing hard line and uncomprising stance of the ruling circles of Israel.

We cannot fail to see that the process of rethinking old approaches or outmoded

plans is still moving slowly in this country. The main point is that it has not

spilled over into a review of practical pol icy, and has not led to a start of the

negotiating process. We need a review of practical policies in order to move

forward and begin the negotiation process.
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The refusal to enter into dialogue with the PLO, the desire to find

alternative p3rtnersl and the reluctance to listen to the just demands of the

Palestinians: these approaches will not solve the problem but only worsen the

sit~ation in the region. The stubborn pursuit of that course will be very

dangerous and counterproductive, even from the point of view of the interests of

the Israeli people and the State of Israel itself.

It seems to us that the urgent task today is to keep constantly in mind the

opportunities now opening before us, not to take a step backward in the search for

mutually acceptable solutions, to display realism and an honest desire to move from

confrontation to interaction, taking into account each other's interests ~\d

seeking a balance of thOS9 interests.

The United Nations, in our view, has all the necessary potential to make a

valuable contribution to solving the Palestinian problem. Our proposals in this

respect are well known. In a word, the international conrnunity nO'ff has a broad

field for diplomatic work to find a just solution to the Palestinian problem. The

existing approaches must be interwoven into a full and practical line to unblock

the Arab-Israeli conflict and its core: the Palestinian problem.

The Soviet Union is sincere in its desire to help the people of the Middle

East to overcome the trials which have befallen them. It is high time for

well-thought-out and decisive action, realism, political wisdom and courage.

Mr. BLANC (France) (interpretation from French): I have the honour to

speak on behalf of the 12 States members of the European Community.

I need hardly recall in this Hall the CUltural, political and economic ties

woven throughout history between the peoples of the European Community and those of
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the Middle ~ast. The ~elve cannot be indifferent to events that affect that

region, which is near to us in so many ways and which have an inevitable impact on

peace and security on either side of the Mediterranean.

The past year has been marked by hope aroused by several positive

develop2ents, in particular by the efforts exerted as a result of the important

decision by the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) to accept Security Council

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) and to abandon terrorism. The extraordinary

Arab summit meeting in Casablanca supported that decision. The year has also been

marked by the opening of a dialogue between the PLO and the United States, as well

as by various peace initiatives that have made appreciable contributions to the

attempts to solve the Palestinian problem.

However, we are compelled to note that those development have not produced all

the expected effects on the peace process, and that the situation in the occupied

territories, where the cycle of violence and repression continues, has further

deteriorated.

The Twelve have never spared any effort to reach a solution of the conflicts

that divide the Middle East, and in particular to reach a lasting, just and

comprehensive settlement of the question of Palestine. They consider that the

quest for an overall solution to that question is the political and moral

responsibility of the international community. The United Nations and the parties

concerned must not cease to work in that direction.

The position of the TWelve is based on the purposes and principles set forth

in the United Nations Charter and on the principles of international law, in

particular. the non-use of force or the threat of force, and the inadmissibility of

acquiring territory by force or altering the status of occupied territories.
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The position of the Twelve on the settlement of the Israeli-Arab conflict ls

well known. It was defined in the Venice Declaration of June 1980 and in the

Madrid Declaration of last June. It is based on two fundamental principles which

in our view are indivisible: the right of all the States in the region, including

Israel, to security - that is to say, to live within secure, recognized and

guaranteed boundaries, and the right of all the peoples in the region to justice,

which includes recognition of the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people,

among them its right to self-determination, with all that this entails.

The TWelve are convinced that it is in the framework of the International

Peace Conference, under the auspices of the United Nations, that a peacefUl

solution based on those principles must be sought. Such a conference would in

their view be an appropriate forum for direct negotiations between the parties

concerned with a view to a comprehensive, just and lasting settlement. The TWelve

reaffirm that the PLO must participate in that process.

The Twelve support all efforts, and in particlllar those of the permanent.

members of the Security Council, to bring the parties together and to create a

Climate of confidence between them that might make it easier to convene t.he

International Peace Conference.

The situation in the occupied territories is a tragic illustration of what

happens when there is no progress in the quest for a settlement. Any occupa tien is

bound sooner or later to create a fatal cycle of resistance and repression. The

situation in the territories occupied by Israel is no exception to that rule.

The Twelve note with disquiet the rising violence in the occupied territories,

which has already claimed all too many victims. They want to stress that the

occupation forces are going to excesses in the means they are using. This C5nnct

but stir up resentment and perpetuate the chain reaction of violence, which the

Twelve deplore, wh~tever its origin.
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The military occupation can only be considered temporary liI1d does not give the

occupying Power the right to annex the occupied territories or to extend its

jurisdiction or its administration to them. That is why the TWelve consider null

and void tha unilateral decision taken by Israel to change the status of Jerusalem,

a city sacred to three religions, whose importance for all the parties concerned

has to be taken into account. They reaffirm that freedom of access to the Holy

Places should be guaranteed in any settlement.

In the same spirit, they reiterate that they consider the establishment of

Israeli settlements in the occupied territories to be illegal. They call on

Israel, as they have always done, to rJut an end to such practices, whose effect is

to change the demographic structure of those territories, in violation of

international law.

Finally, the Twelve wish to recall without ambiguity that the 1907 Hague

Convention and the 1949 Fourth Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of

Civilian Persons in Time of War are applicable to the territories occupied by

Israel since 1967. They deplore the fact that Israel persists in refusing to

comply with those Conventions.

------~'"
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The uprising of the Palestinian people in the occupied territories has

demonstrated the fact that without recognition of the legitimate rights of the

Palestinian people there is not, and there cannot be, for Israel or for the other

countries of the region any peace or security or future. Likewise, the right of

the Palestinians to self-determination cannot be exercised wi.thout acceptance of

the right of Israel to existence and security.

During recent months efforts have been concentrated on the Israeli proposal

for the holding of elections in the occupied territories. The TWelve consider that

if those elections are to have an effective impact they should be part and parcel

of an overall settlement process and should take place in the occupied territories,

including East Jerusalem, with appropriate guarantees of freedom. No solution

should be set aside and the final negotiations should take place on the basis of

Security Council reSOlutions 242 (1967) and 339 (1973), which are founded on the

principle of the exchange of occupied territories for peace.

Based On those principles the Twelve have welcomed Egypt's contribution to the

advancement of the peace process, as expressed in the lo-point proposal of

President Mubarak. The TWelve today encourage the efforts that are under way.

They feel that those efforts should constitute a usefUl stage on the way towards

convening an international conference.

The member countries of the European Community have constantly stressed the

need for all parties to show moderation and to strive to be constructive. They

will continue to follow with the greatest attention the evolution of the

Palestinian question and they will spare no effort to encourage a peaceful

settlement of that question, particularly through the close contacts they intend to

maintain and develop with all parties concerned.

I
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Mr. BHATTI (Pakistan): It was only last month that the General Assembly

adopted a resolution. with the support of 140 Members of the United Nations,

condemning Israel's persistent policies and practices violating the human rightss

of the Palestinian people in the occupied Palestinian territories and demanding

that Israel abide scrupulously by the Geneva Convention relative to the Ptotection

of Civilian Persons in Time of War of 12 August 1949.

Nevertheless Israel has continued in its attempt to crush the intifadah with

the most violent measures available, earning for itself the condemnation of the

international community. The people of Palestine have, however, refused to be

cowed by the Israeli tactics, and their determination to achieve their goal of

independence remains resolute as the intifadah enters it.s third year.

What the international community has witnessed over the past two years is

basically a contrast between Palestinian moderation and Israeli intransigence. On

the Palestinian side there is the peace initiative launched by

President Yasser Arafat last year, while Israel persists in its efforts to deny the

people of Palestine their national rights.

The Palestine National Council, meeting under the chairmanship of

President Yasser Arafat, at its Nineteenth ExtraordinatY Session in Algiers

proclaimed the independent State of Palestine. The proclamation of independence

carried a message of peace and conciliation. It proclaimed Palestine's commitment

to the purposes and principles of the United Nations and to the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights. The Declaration rejects the threat or use of force,

violence and terrorism - against Palestine as against the territorial integrity of

other States.

The political resolution adopted by the Palestine National Council confirmed

the determination of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) to reach a

comprehensive peaceful solution of the Arab-Israeli confliet and its essence, the
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Palestinian question. This solution would be worked out within the framework of

the United Nations Charter, the principles and provisions of international

legitimacy, the rules of international law and the resolutions of the United

Nations. That would be done in a manner that would ensure the right of the

Palestinian Arab people to establish its independent national State on its national

territory, as well as create arrang~ments of sacurity and peace for all the States

of the reg ion.

The political resolution recognized the pivotal role of the United Nations in

achieving this objective. It underlined the necessity of holdinq an international

peace conference on the Middle East and the Palestinian issue, under the auspices

of the United Nations, with the participation of the permanent members of the

Security Council and all the parties to the struggle in the region, including the

Palestine Liberation Organization, on an equal footing.

The people of Palestine and the leadership of the PLO have taken a giant

stride towards the resolution of the age-old conflict in the Middle East and the

creation of conditions in which all the States in the region may live in peace and

security. The proclamation and political resolution adopted at Algiers contain

historic messages which cannot be ignored by any country, including Israel.

The Secretary-General presents a poignant picture of the Palestine uprising,

when he says in his report of 8 September 1989 that

"the situation in the Israeli~ccupied territories grows steadily worse, with

hundreds of people killed and thousands wounded or detained since the

beginning of the intifsdah nearly two years ago. The Security Coun~i1 has

repeatedly called on Israel to abide hy its obliga~~ons under the Geneva

Convention relstive to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War and I

have voiced my deep concern that, ~espite the appeals of the international

community, widespread violation of human rights persists. ft (A/44/l, p. 8)

- ---------------'
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The report of the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the

Palestinian People and the statement of the Chairman of that Committee contain

horrifying details of the growing deterioration of the situation in the occupied

Palestinian territory, where hundreds of Palestinians have been killed and tens of

thousands wounded, maimed and detained since the beginning of the intifadah. In

their attempt to break the will of the Palestinian people the Israeli authorities

have imposed collective punishments, economic coercion and curfews; they have

demolished houses, closed educational institutions, destroyed crops and trees and

resorted to deportations. What we are witnessing in the occupied territories is an

example of the Israeli occupying forces declaring war on the defenceless

Palestinian people.

However, the struggle of the people of Palestine for dignity and nationhood

over the past four decades has demonstrated that a people committed to freedom and

independence cannot be subjugated for long. Delay in recognizing that reality will

only aggravate instability and insecurity in the region and increase the sufferings

and misery of all the peoples of the region, without extinguishing the flame of

liberty which burns eternally.

Israel has shown by its repressive actions its utter contempt for the human

rights of the Palestinian people in the occupied territories. It is time for the

international community, and in particular the Security Council, to take firm

action to ensure protection of the Palestinians in the occupied territories. It is

time that the United Nations machinery was used to end the festering conflict in

the Middle East, the crux of which lies in the denial of the right of the people of

Palestine to sel f-determination and statehood. We agree with the

Secretary-General, when he reminds all concerned of
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"the urgent need for an effective negotiating process based on Security

Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) and taking fully into aceount

the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people, includi~ that of

self-determination. The longer such a process is delayed, the greater will be

the difficulties in initiating it and the more explosive the situation can

become". (A/44/l, p. 8)
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The quest for peace in the Middle East has a long history of missed

opportunities. Now more than ever the Security Council, particularly the permanent

members, have an opportunity to seize a historic moment. Now is the time to

resolve the question of Palestine and end the suffering of its people by enabling

them to assum their rightful place in the comity of nations.

Unfortunately Palestinian moderation has been met with increasing Israeli

intransigence and resort to violence. It is time Israel heeded the universal

condemnation of its policy of the use of force. The fundamental grievances behind

the Palestine uprising are political and can be addressed only through a political

solution, not by military force. The so-called peace initiatives of the Israeli

authorities are part of their attempt to evade the basic issue, which is the

restoration of the right of the people of Palestine to self-determination and

nationhood. Israel's manoeuvres merely exhibit its intention to avoid discussing

the real issues and to continue its occupation of Palestine.

We in Pakistan are committed to the just struggle of the Palestinian people

and look forward to the day when Palestine can assume its rightful place in the

comity of nations. The pr1ne Minister of Pakistan has said,

"In the struggle for freedom of the Palestinians, the ~ople of Pakistan will

continue to march shoulder to shoulder with their Pales tin ian brethren. It

I wish to take this opportunity, therefore, of expressing to the people of

Palestine our unflinching support for their just cause and their struggle for

independence.

Mr. ~RRAZI (Islamic Republic of Iran): I wish at the outset to pay a

tribute to all those who have been martyred by the Zionist regime in occupied

Palestine, particularly since the inception of the heroic intifadah.

The international community is about to put behind it another decade of the

twentieth century. It will, however, bear on its shoulders into the next decade
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the burden of the tragic problem of Palestine, still unresolved and a source of

worry, particularly for Muslims, and a sign of the futility of the efforts to find

a just solution. The history of years of occupation of this sacred land leaves no

doubt of the necessity for the international conrnunity to take measures to deal in

a definitive way with the root cause of the crisis.

There is no need to prove where the root cause lies and who is responsible for

the agony of so many people. A terrritory in the heart of the Islamic world has

been occupied in the name of Jewish people and the occupiers have killed or

displaced a large number of innocent people. The repressive practices and criminal

acts of the occupying regime of Al Quds since the occupation of Palestine have not

decreased in intensitYJ on the contrary, they assume greater severity with each day

that passes. This demonstrates clearly that a regime that is based on massive

viola tien of all inteS:M tional norms and regUla tions a'ld has occupied a territor::

by resort to violence and coercion cannot continue to survive without the use of

the same violent policies of force. This is exactly why every year we witness

further crimes by the Zionist regime in the occupied territories.

The occupation of Palestine by the Zionist regine and the continuation of the

criminal acts in that land are a source of great pain and concern to the people in

Palestine and the entire Islamic world. Unfortunately, the international community

has not been able to find a remedy for the suffering of the Palestinians. As a

result of this inability on the part of the international community, the oppressed

Palestinians had no alternative but to resort to force, in self-defence and to

regain their legitimate rights. Every time the people of Palestine intensify

their struggle to liberate their motherland from occupation bf the Zionists, the

I
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Zionist regime suppresses their uprising with the greatest severity, causing the

death, injury or detention of thousands of people. SOme of these crimes are

reflected in the reports of the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices

Affecting the Human Rights of the Population of the OCcupied Ter.ritories. ~~ these

reports have been distributed in documents A/44/352 and A/44/599, there is no need

for me to C}O into further detail.

In addition to ita widespread suppression of the uprising, for the purpose of

consolidating its foundations, the Zionist regime has embarked on an alteration of

the cultural and socio-economic structure of that land. These measures have

consistently met with the strong opposi tion and condemna tion of Muslims throughout

the world, as well as the international community. They include the destruction of

homes and public places, especially mosques - above all, Al Aqsa mosque, the first

Kiblah of Muslims, which was set on fire, and inside which excavations were carried

out. Also, the Zionist regi1fe recently laid, near A1 Aqsa mosque, the

foundation-stone of what it calls the rebuilt Solomon's Temple. This action has

caused great anger among Muslims throughout the world. By erecting Solomon's

Temple on this sacred site, the Zionist occupiers are seeking to fUlfil their

long-held aspira tions in the reg ion and to counter the upr iain9 of the people,

which is the natural consp.quence of the occupation of the territory and the heinous

crimes of the Zionists.

This recent action by the Zionists. is, in fact, designed to expand zionism and

change the Muslims' confron ta tion of the Zioaist regi~ into a confronta tion

between Muslims and Jews, so that, by setting the members of the two divine

religions a9ainat one another, they can give effect to their ominous plans.

I
J
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The increasing crimes of the Zionis~ regime in occupied Palestine against

people who have risen up to confront with their bare hands and their strong faith

the most: mod!rn weapons end the efforts of that regime to alter ~he basic

structures of Palestine to suit its o~~ illegitimate interests demonstrate that

fabricated, artificial regime's growing fear of the struggle of the Palestinian

people.
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The Palestinian people have clearly sho"'" throughout the ti~ that their land

JVM/lO

has been occupied, and recently by the all-out intifadah in the occupied

te~ritories, the way to resolve the Palestinian criBis. All the evidence points to

the fact that they are resolved to find a solution th!:ough attaining their freedom

and liberating all of Palestine from the claws of the regime occupying Al Quds. If

it were not for the influence of the supporters of the ~ionists in the United

States, the Organization would have taken positive steps towards the &olution of

the Palestinian problem) and if it were not 60r the assistance given the occupying

regime by some countries, including the United States, the oppressed people of

Palestine would have been able to gain their rights.

The Zionist regime could not have been created without the assistance of

certain Western countries. It still needs their help in order to stay on its

feet. It is exactly because of this support that the occupying regime dares to

intensify its crimes without fearing their international consequences. By

launching all-out aggression in southern Lebanon, bombing Palestinian refugee camps

and killing innocent Palestinian refugees, the .Zionist regime not only ignores all

humanitarian principles but also insults the resolve of the international community.

We made our position on the Palestinian problem clear from the very beginning

of the Islamic revolution. For our people, Palestine is an Islamic heritage. The

presence of the occupying Zionist regime in this holy land is intolerable to us.

Thus the presence of that regime in Palestine deserves the special attention of the

international colil\lunity not only because of the threat it poses to the peace and

securi ty of the reg ion, but also because it is very importas"lt from the Islamic

standpoint. Our principled approach towards the regime occupying Al QUds is based

on non-recognition of that regill1!, the restoration of the rights of the Palestinian

people and the formation of an independent Palestinian State in the entire land
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of Palestine. We condel11'1 the policies and practices of the Zionist regime and

emphasize that, in thG process of finding a solution to the Palestinian problem,

any plan that will lead to recognition of the occupying regime will not be able to

guarantee the rights of the Palestinian people and will therefore not be acceptable

to the Muslim people.

The Islamic Republic of Iran will continue to be on the side of the Muslim and

combatant Pales tin ian people and hopes that the people of Palestine will soon be

able to rid themselves of the oppression and v~upation of the Zionist regime, take

their destiny into their own hCllds and rescue the region from the root cause of the

crisis.

Mr. AL-5HAALI (United Arab Emirates) (interpretation from Arabic):

During its last sess ion the General Assembly held meetings in' Geneva devoted to the

question of Palestine. That was perhaps the first time it had met away from

Headquarters, and it did so because of the refusal by the UhIted States to respond

to General Assenbly resolution 43/48, of 30 Novenber 1988, in which the Assenbly

called on the United States to grant an entry visa to the Palestinian leader,

Yasser Arafat, to enable him to participate in the General Assenbly's deliberations.

All Member States, with the exception of the United States and Israel,

suppo~ted the Assembly 9 s decision to transfer its meetings to Geneva. The basis of

that overwhelming support was the keen desire of Member States to uphold the

credibility of the United Nations and to ensure that it would not be held hostage

to the policies of any country, however great and mighty it might be.

We see two major factors in the developments before, during and after the

Geneva experience. The first is the virtually unanimous international support for

the rights of the Palestinian people. The second - Which might be called the
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antithesis of the first - is the lengths to which the thited States has gone in its

declared political war against the Palestinian people, a war that has greatly

escalated in the past year in the wake of the qualita tive changes in the M tional

Palestinian struggle, e$pecially the civilian intifadah in the occupied territories

and the resolution aoopted by the Palestine National Council last November 

developments that have met with a broad positive response and support in the

world. We can only interpret this United States reaction as stemming from an

unjustified feeling of provocation because of the progress made by the Palestinian

cause.

In spite of all that, achievements and decisior._ uave resulted from the Geneva

meetings and concomitant political events - developments that have clearly revealed

the true nature of the conflict in the Middle East and in particular the truth

underlying Israelos stance vis-a-vis the peace process.

In November last year - in spite of difficult and complex circumstances - in

response to international efforts and in confirmation of the true and sincere

Palestinian desire for peace, the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) launched

its pOlitical initiative at meetings of the Palestine National Council in Algeria.

A year has passed since that initiative was taken. The hopes it inspired are

gradually evaporatingJ they are shrinking day by day. Previously it was claimed

that the only road to peace was for the PLO to recognize Israel's right to exist.

Today it is claimed that the PLO can never be a party to a settlement. We are at a

loss to understand this paradox. We are unable to understand, not what Israel

wishes, but what those who represent Israeli interests want.
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The Palestinian initiative and the question of Palestine have a historical

background. It is a flight from reality to abridge that entire question by

reducing it to its present phase, however important it may be - and ~~ do believe

it is important.
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A whole generation of those who lived with this issue since its inception in

the United Nations has now been replaced by a new and younger generation.

Since the beginning of Jewish emigration to Palestine, the Palestinian people

has exercised its natural right to dP.fend its native soil and its national

identity. That is the right of every people on Earth. It is the founda tion of the

United Nations Charter: the right to self-determination without which many of the

countries represented at the United Nations would not be in this Hall today.

The Palestinians have also exercised the right of armed struggle. That again

is a right that every PeOple whose native soil has been invaded and occupied has

exercised throughout history. However, in the e~se of the Palestinian people, the

monolithic Western political and propaganda machine found it expedient to strip

this struggle of its objective justification, its patriotic motives, and moral and

legal foundations. In so doing, individual incidents were seized upon, exploited

and used to smear the Palestinian resistance with the charge of terrorism. This

propaganda machine has totally disregarded the daily systematic Israeli acts of

terror.

When the Palestinian intifadah erupted as an all-out civilian response to the

Israeli militat'y occupation, political institutions, leaders of public opinion and

politicians in the united States were quick to offer advice to the Israeli

authorities on how to crush the uprising, which they considered to be the most

serious challenge yet to Israeli occupation. Officially, Israel was promptly

supplied with the necessary equipment and arms for that purpose. All forms of

pressure ~ere brought to bear on the media to prevent the truthful reporting of the

situation, on the assumption that the intifadah was only a television event that

would fade away once the television camera stopped reporting it to the world
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pUblic. Suddenly the 1'!ledia fell silent, yet, the intifadab continued and has now

entered its third year.

On the political level, the same tactic was deployed. The

palestinian-Aaerican dialogue began one year after the intifadan had started.

Regrettably, this happened only when it beeaae clear that every attempt at crushing

the revolution of stones had failed. It is not true that the problem with Israel

is that of individual or governmental attitudes. The problem with Israel is one of

_tiled. 'lhe _thed adopted by Isrsel since its inception and throughout its

e~istence has been racist. It conaiders the other to be a direct opposite. It is

the _thod of people 'Mbo cannot set their mind at rest without crea ting instability

in their i.-ediate vicinity through military superiority. This type of posture

considers stability md peace the gravest of perils.

Past and present history has taught us that once countries or groups adopt

such a racist stance g they tend to narrow do"" their options because their attitude

is in direct contradiction to proper human behaviour Wbich pro.ctes coexistence,

tolerance md equity. In a few daya, the General Assembly will hold a special

s8ssion to discuse the destructive consequences of aeartheid in South Africa. We

shall then see how the glove fits the tund .,d bow all the aspects of apartn.:id

apply to the conditions in Palestine.

After .are than 40 years of practical experience, we can understand why Israel

abhors peace ed why it cannot live with it. That the world has just recently

begun to GOaprehend this fact does not mean that the fact was not there all along.

In all sincerity Md objectivity we fail to undent.,d the attitude of certain

countdes which bear the IIOr8l guilt and legal responsibility for the tragedy of

the Pcleat!n ianpeople. Above all, .. cannot under8tl!lnd the IlIOtives which make a
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super-Power like the United States, with its long anti-eolonialist cmd anti-racist

history, marshal all its Kdlitary, economic, propaganda and political potential

against a small nation such as the Palestinian people, a people that dema'ld9

nothing more than to exercise its right to live in freedom and independence in its

homeland.

Why should anyone wish to deprive the Palestinians, of all the world's

peoples, of the right to self-determina tion?

This is a question we pose to the countries which continue to oppo~e the

exercise by the Palestinian people of that right. Why, of all the countries of the

world, should Israel have the exclusive right to trample upon with impunity every

international covenant, resolution and commitment? That is another question we

wish to ask the supporters of Israel.

On 29 Novenber 1947 the General Assemly adopted resolution 181 (U), which

called for the parti Hun of Palestine against the wUl of its popula tion and in the

face of all the reports and recommendations of the various commissions Which had

visited the region and reported in dehil en the situation there. 1 state this

fact because a whole new generation has come to the United Nations and is probably

unaware of the background of the Palestinian question.

Regardless of the magnitUde of the i~justice inflicted on the Palestinian

people by that reSOlution, it embodies toc1lly an importmt lesson for the Assembly,

namely that, notwithstanding the might and dominant position enjoyed by the

pro-Israeli colonialist Powers and their influence over the decisions and

resolutions of the General Assellbly at the time, the AsseJlt)ly ClOuld still net

disregard th~ right of the Pales tin ian people to its hOllielmd md its right to

self-determination.
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This leads us directly to a discussion of the situation today. The American

Administration has tried to exploit a decision by the Congress to threaten the

States Members of the United Nations, despite the lack of any legal or political

relationship between that decision and the proposal to change the way the

designation ·Palestine" is construed, it now having observer status at the United

Nations.

~egardless of the action of the United States Administration, which flies in

the face of the concepts and principles on which the Organization was founded,

Member States have to make a choice between preserving the Assembly's democratic

decision-making process and granting the right of veto to certain countdes which

make large contributions to the United Nations budget. There are many countries

that make large contributions.

The General Assembly's credibility is today being tested. It must represent

either the interests of the peoples of the world or those of certain countries,

regardless of the nature of the question before it. If this threat were applied to

simple procedural matters, it could eventually include all questions and issues

under consideration by the Assenbly and might even condition the right of memers

to speak in the Assembly. Frankly, we have to make our choice~ whether to

preserve the exclusive prerogative of the General Assembly in adopting its

resolutions and decisions or: to delegate that responsibility to others - perhaps to

the United States Congress or the national parliaments of Member States.

In the present climate of detente small and oppressed na tions are required to

lick their wounds, forget their hopes and forgive and absolve their killers. In

this day and age we are called upon to confine ourselves to discussing the problems

of the ozone layer and to forget the thousands of Palestinian children who are
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butchered daily on the altar of the Israeli war machine. We are asked to turn a

blind eye to the inhuman farce of the racist minority regime in South Africa and

concentrate on the problems of the environment. While not overlooking the

importance of the environment, we believe that the third world countries are being

asked to change their most urgent priori ties and are th us obliged to place their

destiny once again in the hands of powerful States.

we in the United Arab Emirates unreservedly support the struggle of the

Palestinian people to defend its legitimate national rights, including its right to

self-determination and to establish its own independent State in Palestine. Our

support stems from objective facts, ethical norms and firm principles and is

ind!pendent of the nature of the relations between East and West or North and South.

Following 40 years of war, in which billions of dollars in financial

assistance and economic aid have been provided - not to mention the formidable

military arsenal that has been built up, the acts of repression and terror, the

destruction of cities and villages, and the occupa tion of territories and expuls ion

of their populations - Israel has failed to buy peace £Or itself. The attainment

of peace is not a military opera tion but a political, humanitar ian and cul tutal

process. The oppressed and the persecuted cannot ensure security for their

oppressors. Therefore we are confident that peace is the only feasible option in

our region and that it will ultimately prevail. But peace, to be lasting, must be

just and comprehensive.

Mr. OULD MOHAMED MAHM~ (Mauritania) (interpretation from French): For

four decades now the main concern of the international community has been the

question of Palestine, four 6~ ,ades during which the suffering of this martyred

people has increased day by day and taken unprecedented forms, including even
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participation by civilians in the physical annihilation of children. Since the

beginning of this tragedy we have been witnessing the attempted genocide of an

entire people and the progressive annexation of all its land and even that of its

neighbours.

The dates of major acts of aggression, followed by invasions, and the places

where populations have been massacred or Palestinian leaders killed can no longer

be counted - 1947, 1961, 1982, in particular, and Deit Yassin, Kafr Kassem, Sabra

and Shatila, Tunis. Yet despite the seriousness of this record of tragedy for the

Palestinian people, hounded on all sides, and the intolerable tension permanently

imposed on the whole region, peace in the Middle East, and even peace between

Palestinians and Israelis, is not impossible. It would be sufficient to work

sincerely and seriously and not to confuse wishes and reality. The inescapable

prerequisite 60r peace in the Middle East is recognition of the legitimate and

inali~n~ble rights of the Palestini~n people, including their right to

self-determination and to establish their own State in their homeland, with Al Quds

Al Sharif as its capital.

The intifadah, which is entering its third year and the proclamation by the

Palestine National Council on 15 November 1988 in Algiers, of the independent State

of Palestine, followed immediately by the peace initiative that

President Yasser Arafat presented to the forty-third session of the General

Assenbly at its neetings in Geneva, have shown the path to be followed. Now it is

for the Israeli authorities to l',~ Ke a decision without beating about the bush.

The causes of the tragedy being experienced by the Palestinian peop,le are

known to us all. The way to resolve the Israeli-Arab conflict has also been known

for many years.
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The General Assembly has already defined the appropriate frameworlt fo{ a just,

comprehensive and final settlement of these problems. Our last session, by its

resolution 43/176 of 15 December 1988, recalled that that framework should be an

international peace conference on the Middle East, under the auspices of the United

Nations, with the participation of all parties to the conflict, including the

Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), on an equal footing, and the five

permanent members of the Security Council.

If we do not want .to go against the course of history, if we do not want

coming generations to be indignant at the moral and political heritage we leave

them, and if we want to remain faithful to the ideals of the Charter of our

Organization, we should make new efforts to find ways and means that will put an

end to the crisis in the Middle East, the core of which is the q,uestion of

Palestine. In so doing, we would be responding to President Yaeaer Arafat's peace

initiative and to the glorious intifadah, which is the expression of a people

determined to put an end to occupation and the denial of its rights.

Let no one be mistaken: the intifadah is more than just a passing phase, it

is a reaction to humiliation imposed on a whole people. It is the combat of an

angry generation refusing to submit. It is the fight of those who are condemned to

make the supreme sacrifice to affirm their existence. All peoples have understood

this, except for Israel which persists in disregarding its message and confining

itself within an anachronistic policy of violence and blind repression. Yet

history shows many examples that prove - if we need such proof - that one cannot

indefinitely maintain any system merely by recourse to force.

Our Assembly is once again called on to make a new contribution to the

settlement of the Palestinian question at a particular time that is marked not only

by a striking detente in relations among States and different political systems
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but also by the determination of the international community to preserve ~d

develop that detente.

Yt is clear that our Organization cann~t go against this movement, and even

less against this timely determination, and it is up to the Organization to take

advantage of this favourable climate and conven~ as soon as possible the

international peace conference on the Middle East, for which the international

community has been calling constantly.

Our Assembly should take advantage of this exceptional set of circumstances

and profit from the moderation and sense of responsibility that the Palestinian

leaders have been displaying in order to discharge its obligations. It is time

that concrete measures to protect the populations daily subjected to arbitrary

actions be taken in accordance with the Fourth Geneva Convention. It is time that

equally concrete provisions be agreed to ensure the convening of this long-awaited

peace conference.

Finally, in this regard, my delegation extends Wdrm congratulations to our

Secretary-General for the efforts he has been courageously exerting to alleviate

the suffering of the Palestinian people and to ensure peace throughout the world.

In our view, his words two days ago on the occasion of the commemoration of the

International Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian People are a source of

inspiration and cause for pride for the United Nations.

Mr. ~ILYEV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation

from Russian): The United Nations has done a great deal of work in seeking ways

and means of solving the question of Palestine. As a result of its peace efforts,

a whole set of resolutions have been adopted, which have worked out and defined the

juridical, political and humanitarian basis for the settlement of the Middle East
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-:onfliet, taking into acco\J\t the legitimate interests of the people of Palestine

and othe~ States involved in the conflict.

Thus, in resolution 43/176, the General Asse~ly affirms, inter alia, the

:u~CJent need to achieve a just a.'ld comprehensive settlement of the Arab-Isrseli

~nfllet, the core of which is the question of Palestine, and again calls for the

,'onvening of the interna tional peace conference on the r.!iddle East, under the

HJspices of the United Nations, with the participation of all parties to the

,'onflict, including the Palestine Liberation Organiza tion, on an equal footing, and

\he five permanent members of the Security Council.

'!'he many years of experience gained by the interna tional comJlllni ty in its

offorts to achieve a com~~~hensive Middle East settlement oonvincingly testifies to

~~e need for strict observance of such an important principle as the

u~admiss!bility of. acquiring territory by force.

Genuine ptogress in establishing peace in this region is impossible through

l1LlfdnCjing on the rights of other peoples, and particularly the right of each

w:ople to self-determination. The security of eny State cannot be stable if it is

~,nilt to the detriment of the interests of another party. Given the present

~clllities and the interdependent and integral world in which we live, it has become

ur:perative to ensure the practice of the implementation of the concept of freedom

choice.

We cannot reconcile ourselves to the fact that the problem of Palestine still

~o~lns outside today's positive trends and outside the framework of the peace

~0oce8So The con~enin9 of an international conference on the Middle East is being

t)?,)cketii artificially llind the rights of the Pales tin ian people are being trampled

UlE:»n by the occupiers. The illegal actions against this people - which started on

~ e;ecC2!lIber 1987 when the peacefUl uprising, the ~ifadQh, was begun in
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order to put an end to the occupation - are still increasing. Attempts are made to

suppress the peaceful uprising through harsh measures. Hundreds of Palestinians

have been killed, tbouBands of innocent peacefUl inhabitants have sustained gunshot

wouna8~ been traumatized and harshly beaten. SChools and other educational

establishments have been closed. In the illegally occupied Palestinian lands new

military Israeli settleNents are being createds settlers carry out predatory

attacks on the local popUlation and create laWlessness, terror and repression.

The policy pursued by Tel Aviv against the Arab populations of the occupied

territories gives ri. to just indign~t:ion in the world. It is in clear

contravention of generally recognized norIt'S of international law, and above all, of

the 1949 fOurth Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian PerGons in

Time of War; the Charter of the United Nations and Security Council and General

As_ell' resolutions. It is eedously complicating the situation in the Middle

Bast and is seriously jeopardizing international security.

The peaceful uprising of the Palestinians in the occupied territories urgently

raises the question of an ~diate move towards practical steps for beginning the

pr:oeeM of a Middle East settlement, the core of which is the question of Palestine.
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Attaching great importance to discussion of the question of Palestine in the

General Assembly, we believe that. t.he acdon taken at this session !lUst correspond

fully wi th the ne", pollHeal. thinking and action of states and take fully into

account the interests of the parties to the conflict, in the hope of finding a

generally acceptable solution based.on the balance of interes~s.

Tbday there are more grounds for a new and realistic approach to solving the

question of Palestine. We have in mind here the existing situation, in which the

parties directly concerned in the conflict are proceeding on the basis of an

understanding and recogni tion of the fact that the path to peace and to the

peaceful coexistence of Arabs and Israelis lies through negotiations on the basis

of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973).

Favourable conditions for a move to practical steps for resolving the Middle

East conflict have been created by a set of instruments adopted at the

extraordinary session of the Palestine National Oouncil, demonstrating ~he

readiness of the PID for dialogue ald for finding mutually acceptable compromise

solutions.

All this gives us the possibility of moving without delay to action-oriented

multilateral contacts to begin the peace process and to convene an international

conference to discuss the key aspects of a settlement, which should provide for the

complete withdrawal of Israel's troops from all territories occupied by it

since 1967, the exercise by the Arab people of Palestine of their inalienable right

to self-determination and the establishment of their own independent State, and the

guarantee of the rights of all States of the region, including Israel, to free

development and a secure existence.
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~ must not lose this unique opportunity to start a peace process in the

Middle East. We must speedily establish a mechanism for mttlement. We feel that

the United Nations must assist in doing so now.

~r. SUAREZ (Philippines): When the Assembly suspended its forty-third

session last year, our spirits were buoyed by a sense of optimism that the

two-decade-old question of Palestine was finally on the way to a solution.

There was much to justify our optimism. There was, first of all, the historic

declaration of the Palestine National Council in Algiers of 15 November 1988, which

in proclaiming an independent State of Palestine, also accepted all relevant united

Nations resolutions on the question of Palestine, including security Council

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1983), which recognize Israel's right to exist

within secure and internationally recognized boundaries.

There was, in addition, the statement made by the Chairman of the Executive

Committee of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), Mr. Arafat, before the

Assembly at a meeting in Geneva last December, outlining the PLO peace initiative

and affirming the readiness and willingness of the PLO to negotiate with Israel on

an equal footing.

Finally, we could point to the n~ar-unanimous adoption of resolution 43/176 at

the forty-third session of the General Assembly, in Geneva, on 15 December 198CJ.

That resolution, Which the Philippines supported, called once again for the

convening of the International Peace Conference on the Middle East under the

auspices of the United Nations, with the participation of all parties to the

conflict, including the Palestine Liberation Organization, on an equal footing, and

the five permanent members of the Security Council, based on Security Council

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973).
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Resolution 43/176 also cited the principles which could provide the framework

for a just and lasting peace in the Middle East: fi rst, the withdrawal of Israel

from all Arab territories occupied since 1967, including Jerusalem, secondly,

arrangements guaranteeing the security of all States in the region, including the

State of Palestine and Israel' thirdly, the solution of the problem of Palestine

refugees, fourthly, the dismantling of the Jewish settlements in the occupied

territories, and fifthly, the 9uarant.eeinq of freedom of access to holy. _es.

As we meat today, almost a year after the General Assembly met in Geneva to

consider the question of Palestine, JIljch of our eatly optimism has evaporated. '!'he

SecretarY-General quite correctly points out in his report on the work of the

0t9anization that

"Hopes for early progress in the peace process, which were encouraged by the

diplomatic momentum following the decisions taken by the Palestine National

Council at Algiers in November 1988, and at Geneva a month later, have sadly

given way to mist.rust and doubt among the parties concerned". (A/44!l, p. 7)

He adds, with a discernible tone of regret:

"Bilateral efforts to promote a dialogue between Israelis and Palestinians

have thus far been unsuccessful". (~. )

This singular lack of success has meant the sad prOlongation of the intifadah

of the Palestinian people in the occupied Arab te rritories and the dea th &'ld

maiming of many more Palestinians, and of Israelis as well, as a result of Israeli

efforts to contain and suppress the popular upl:'is1ngo The report (A/44/13) of the

ComMissioner General of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine

Refugees in the Near East and the report (A/44/599) of the Special Col1ll'littee to

Investigate Israeli Practices Affecting the R~man Rights of the POpulation of the
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Occupied Territories starkly describe the abuse and harsh treatment visited on the

Palestinians in the occupied territories.

Israel must heed the international community's repeated calts t.hat it abide by

the terms of the 19'9 Fourth Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of

Civilian Persons in Time of War. Its devotion to its own historical past surely

cannot but engender a recogni tion and understanding of the fact that other peoples

too have an equal measuzoe of devotion to their pa~t which leads them to seek the

dignity of winning their just and rightful place in tbe present.

The seemingly permanent condl tion of violence and widespread human suffering

in the occupied territories serves only to underscore the urgency of convening the

International Peace Conference on the Middle East. Therefore we appeal to all the

parties concerned to assist the Secretary-General in his efforts to convene that

Conference at the earliest possible time, for it is our firm belief that the

question of Palestine can best ba resolved through a peace conference. We also

take the view that in the search for that elusive peace in the Middle East no

initiative, solution or proposal that does not take into account the inalienable

rights of the Palestinian people and lead to the exercise of those rights can

provide a sound basis for Cl just and lasting solution to the question of

Palestine. These rights include the right of the Palestinian people to return to

their homeland dnd to establish their own independent State on their national s011 6

under the leadership of their sole, legitimate representative, the Palestine

Liberation Organization.

Finally, the parties concerned must recognize the fact that any dialogue which

ignores the PLO or denies its rightful place as a full partner in the quest for

peace in the region will be an exercise in futility.
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My delegaticn expresses the hope that all parties involved in the Arab-Israeli

conflict will find ways to compromise. A qr~t states-an once said that compromise

does not always mean concession. In our view, t~ fra.."ork for the needed

collPtollise has been set by the relevant: resolutions of the Security Council and the

General Assembly and they re_in the guidelines for solving once and for all a

problflll which, if left unresoLved, will continue to bear CJrave iaplications for

world peace.

Miss MONCADA BBRMtDEZ (Nicaragua) (interpretation frOll Spanish) I Despi te

the current relaxation in international relations, 808& States are unfortunately

still pursuing policies that undermine and disregerd the authority of the United

Nations, ignoring decisions and resolutions of the Organization, tbereby hindering

the functioning of the multilateral system and 1eopardizing international peace and

security. Lastin1) peace, harmony among nations and the soluticn of conflicts by

peaceful .ans represent goals yet to be aChieved in .ny parts of the world. One

of these is the Middle East.

Recent events that have occurred in the territories occupied by Israel and the

central probleM there - the question of Palestine - which concerns un in this

debate hav,~ taken a new turn of considerable sign1flcanctl for the solution of the

conflict. Hence we have witnessed the heroic and c!aterlline4 Upd8~'1CJ of the

Palestinian people, the intifadah, which began two yeara ago. We consider it a

just struggle aiMd at restod~ to the sufferlntJ i;;d1estinhn poople its

inalienable rights, its right to self-deter.ination and its riCJht to national

independence and sovereignty.

The Palestinian ~ople has already suffered 20 years of Israel i occupation and

oppression, which Is reflected in brutal repression, torture, the uprootift; of

people ancS the suffering imposed by the occuPlir.:9 foilrer. Hicara<jua cannot fail to
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join in the international outcry and vehemently conde!W\ too policy of violence and

terror practised by Israel.

Israel has responded by intensifying its repression, incrMs ing ito

indiscriminate UGe of war materiel and massive detentions, administrati~~ arrests,

depOrtations, collective punishmsnt and violent acts coumitted by the settlers.

Children and young Palestinians are depriVed of their right to education, their

right to have a decent 1 ife - in a word, their longing for their right to peace and

justice. ThOl State of Israel continues to '7iolate the Geneva Convention relative

to the Protection of Civilian Peraons in Time of War adopted in August 1949. This

brutal and irrational policy carried out by the Israeli State only renders the

situation in the region more tense and serioua. The persistence of acts of

aggression by Israel, even against neighbouring States, in particular Lebanon, is

jeopardizing the security of the region.

It is a priority task to protect the Paleatinian populations under occupation,

to guarantee their security and their legal and human rights. we must end the

suffering of thousands of families, women and children. We must adopt urgent

measuros. The Palestinian people continues to write glorious pages that will for~

part of its history. It is a history written in blood of a struggle full of

courage and valour. The cause of the Palestinian p~ple deserves our most sincere

recoqni tion and all our sol ida.£' i ty. It proves that people will strugqle to free

the_elves of their chains, however heavy those chi!1ins may be.

Nicaragua welcomes and supports the determination of the Palestinian people

and its legitimate representative, the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), in

its quest for national liberation and the establishment of its own national

sovereignty and independent State. We consider that the peaca proposal adopted by
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the PalesUne NaUOC\al Council at its nineteenth eatraordln&ry session, held last

bellber In Algiers, 18 a reallsUc proieet in that it lays the foundation for

pro1l)UftiJ the basls foe negotiations. at the nlM! tl., .. urge the United Nations

to "Drll to create the eon41tlofts that vauld guarantee protection and security for

the PalesUnian people and proceed to d1sunU. 1ft! evacuate the settlements in the

west BaM GIld the Gaza Strip. we lIl\!st work Ml'a to ensure the prompt convening of

the International Peace Conference CD the Middle Best under the auspices of the

United Nations. '1'0 this end ve IINSt unite aut efforts to overcome the obstacles

tba t s tUl exist.

'!'he present international climate, ""leb la Characterhea bY. the promotion and

achleve.entof lncre.ll'1!J co-operation ana by ea political wiU to resolve the

regional conflicts by peaceful .-ans through l'M!9otlatlofts should lead us to seek a

broad, 'ust and lut1111) Boluticn to tho questlQl 01 Palestine and not to sacrifice

Its just cause. In this regard, any effort towarde 11 dialogue ftiiKlng the parties

c~erMd ls ccnstructlve since this v111 ~U.mlnate the obstacles that persist and

tb8t have prevented the bol4ing of the International Peace Conference on the Middle

Beat. which ehcu14 aDll) other things ensure the full. exercise by the Palestin ian

people of its 18CJitl_te national rights..

If the contacte between the PID and the United Nations continue, they will,

vlthcut doUbt. lead to concrete l'eeults that .Ul paye the "ay to a broad and

equitable solution to the ClOnfU.~. We should wor' dOnalst8ntly to promote ft

"lde-rarll)lng IlII'tl5 open ~la1ogU8 .,ith the particlPlltlan 01 t!I8 perma1ent members of

the s.curlt, Council .a tbI parties to the Q)Afl1et tXl' prepare the convening of

tbe Internatlanal ConferehCe~

fb8 MesUnlan PIOPi.. bas tJemanetratea to , ... lntamattonal m_unity its

...."ill) c1etenainatlcra to resist the un1ust IlIt••U occupation, to re ject that
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occupation and to put an end to it. The peace initiatives that have been adopted

by the Palestinian leaders and the recent proclamation of the independent State of

Palestine, supported by a larqe number of Member States, have made a contribution

to world peace.

We believe, however, that the time has come for Israel to aband~n its

intransigence. We fully share the view that any peace proposal must include

provisional measures for the protection of the population of the occupied

territories and should, in addition, provide for measures to permit the

Palestinians fully to exercise their right to self-determination. So long as

Israel persists in its intransigent policy of not recognizing the rights of others

while it persists in implementing the policy and practice of war, oppression and

terror, we shall continue to reap their harvest of human distress and suffedr¥;l.

We are convinced that genuine and spontaneous rebellion as a form of struggle

is only a response to suffering and oppression that is imposed on peoples. This is

the case of the Palestinian people and the case of the people of El Salvador.

Mankind seeks ways to remedy injustice and will continue to do so. Today i'lk)re than

ever, it is necessary that our faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity

and worth of human beings, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations

large and small should ll~d us to tlike effective measures to put an end to the dire

situation of the Palestinian people - measures that will be commensurate with this

vast cOlll1litment.

M1 delegation once again is addressing the Assembly with the desire to say

that we must demonstrate that we are capable of adopting effective measures to curb

once and for all this kind of conduct which violates the international legal order

and infringes the most sacred rights of peoples to enjoy peace, development,
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self-determination and independence. If the international community continues to

accept that might should prevail over right with impunity, we shall continue to

contribute to a process of inevitable self-destruction of the human race.

In conclusion. my delegation wishes to announce that it has joined the

sponsors of draft resolution A/44/t.50. We consider that this draft resolution

should be supported not only because it renders justice to the Palestinian people

but also because the United Nations cannot exclud! peoples and countries simply

because Q great Power opposes their entry and carries out aggressive and

obstructive policies in the farthest corners of the world.
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Mr. PITARKA (Albania), The Palestinian people and v indeed, the world

public have quite justifiably been expectin<j to see a turn for the better 1n the

prolonged Middle East crisis, in the form of a sol~tion to the Palestinian

question, especially after the warm approval accorded by the i.nternational

conununity, at the meetings of the General Assembly in Geneva last Dacenber, to the

just and heroic struggle of the Palestinian people and the political platform that

the Palestinian leader, Yasser Arafat, presented on behalf of the new State of

Palestine. But unfortunately the situation has been intentionally complicated by

those that take a direct or indirect interest in the continuation of this

conflict. Their multiple interests in this oil-rich region require that the

Palestinian question remain unsolved, so that they can use it as a permanent

pretext for their continued presence there. This attitude has encouraged the

Israeli occupiers, and their anti-Palestinian war has escalated, thus representing

a challenge to the international community to translate its political support for

the Palestinian people into real steps towards solutions. At the same time, it

bears witness to the arrogance and intransigence regarding the new State of

Palestine and the insistence on blocking every peace initiative in the region.

The Israeli-Arab conflict and the Middle East crisis v at the core of which ls

the Palestinian question, weigh heavily on international relations and have

increased the concern of the world public. Developments in this region are running

contrary to the mainstream efforts of the international community and of the United

Nations to find solutions and end regional conflicts in various parts of the

world. The iron-fist policy that Israel has adopted against the Palestinian

population under the slogan ·Force, Power, Blows· has added a new and even IOOre

explosive dimension to the situation, particularly In the occupied Arab

territories. This policy is characterized by a degree of violence, terror and
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reprisal against the martyred Palestinian people unprecedanted in the 22 years of

Israeli occupation and has been called, with good reason, "the genocide of pariah

States". During the two year~ of the intifadah the Zionist occupiers have resorted

to all the means available, to savage military violence and political machinations

as well, to force the Palestinian people to give up their massive revolt. This is

clear from the report of the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices

Affecting the Human Rights of the Population of the Occupied Territories. OVer

this period, the Israelis have killed over 600 Palestinians, injured over 10,000

and arrested over 35,000 others. The Zionist occupiers have not hesitated to

COmmit the most horrible crimes, even against Palestinian children, to cripple the

nation's future, during the two-year period they have killed 118 children under 15

years of age.

Every realistic human being in the world realizes that what the Israelis seek

is finally to strip the Palestinian people of their legitimate national rights and

deprb,e them of their lands, which will lead to the transformation of this

autOChthonous people of the region, with an ancient history and cUlture, into a

refugee people, and to the denial of its existence as a nation. The Israelis have

been trying systematically since 1967 to attain this goal by physical elimination

of the Palestinians, by their forced deportation from their own territories, and by

Jewish settlements. Thus, Israel has established 41 settlements in the Galan

Heights, 181 in the West Bank and 22 in Gaza, which at the same time represents

military occupation.

The Israeli Zionists thought that, through the use of mUltifarious weapons,

including weapons of mass extermination, and by ignoring the fact that a nation

fighting, like the Palestinians, for a just cause, cannot be conquered, they would

by now have ensured the assimilation of the Palestinians. But all attempts to
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and in Zionist circles wherever they operate. The massive popular uprising of the

aspirations to freedom, independence and recognition of their national rights are
trampled under foot At the same time, it sends a message to all regressive fOrces
in the world that re'fuse to take account of the progressiv~ and freedo~-loving

nature of peoples, nations and nationalities and still believe that justice is on
the side of the mighty and the strongest. History proves, however, that not even
two decades of occupation, or even dozens of decades of occupation, can quell the
lofty national and freedom-loving aspirations of a nation, nor can a nation be
conquered by the use of weapons.

The popular Palestinian uprising - the intifadah - is a people's movement
against occupation, it is the ultimate form of that nation's resistance for the
purpose of bringing the Palestinian people's claim of their right to existence and
independence out of the backwater inta which Zionist and imperialist plots have for
decades attempted to thrust it. The purpose of their uprising is not to ~ocupy and
annex what is not theirs but to fight against foreign aggression and occupation for
their national liberation. It is for this reason and because of these motives and
their very nature that the struggle of the Palestinian people has won the sympathy
and support of world public opinion as a whole.

The new situa~ion created in the occupied Arab territories brought about - and
it is the purpose of every liberation movement to arouse interest in its cause - a

greater awareness of the political forces in the Palestinian movement, which in
turn led to the proclamation of the independent State of Palestine. The decisions
of the Palestine National COuncil enshrined in the declaration on the State of
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PuRest!ne and in the political resolution, were the political crowning of the

~2coic struggle of the Palestinian people. This is a step forward and a

a["ltribution to the attainment of a comprehensive, just and lasting solution to the

rr\).!~estlne question.

The People's Socialist Republic of Al~ania, which has always been 3 strong

O!.!J:l'Otter of the just cause of the Palestinian people in its struggle for freedom

mu,} self-determina:tion against Israeli and imperialist aggression, and of its right

~@ its own independent State, has from the outset welcomed and given recognition to

tt~· new State.of Palestine. This historic decision of the Palestine National

(lg.'!)nci 1 responds to the legitimate claims and aspirations of the valiant

Ponestinian people. It is at the same time ~ ~~ntribution to a settlement of the

t-1iV'Ue East conflict, as well as to peace and security in the region, the

('.~2(Jll.terunean "nd beyond.

It Is regrettable that, despite the realistic and constructive determination

{i/ .he Palestinian leadership to solve the Palestinian problem within the context

Of 'urrent developments in the region and the world, which demonstrate signs of a

f' xation of tension and the subsidence or even extin~tion of certain conflicts,

Middl~ East crisis persists, and is thus one of the most prolonged conflicts

crises of our time. The reason for this is not only the obstructive attitude

t the Israelis adopt to Palestinian peace initiati.ves but also the policies and

llries in the region of the two super-Powers. The close ties of the one and the

Jert and discteet flirtations of the other with the Israeli Zionists are

e.pressions of an inter~imperialist consensus, which is most harmful and does not

MrVe the desire for and the efforts to bring about genuine peace in the area.
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antiquity for its rich culture and civilization, which have enriched world

civilization. Let that region and its peoples advance and progress freely and

Albania sincerely wishes the Arab peoples to be left alone to determine their own

destiny and restore justice in that important strategic area, renowed since

Palestinian people and the other Arab peoples, and also as a Mediterranean country,

interested in peace and security there. Every specific role that the super-Powe~s

The interests of peace and security demand that the problem of Palestine and

with the risk that those Powers will only look after their own interests and, as

In conclusion we should like to emphasize that history proves - and it is

unwise not to draw the appropriate lessons - that violence and terror can never

accord to themselves regarding the handling and solving of this problem is fraught

the entire Middle East crisis be judged with political realism within the context

and solutions must be provided by the countries of the region that are directly

produced in the future, hence it is necessary to emphasize that all negotiations

them has in essence been about the liquidation of the question of P~lestine, which

is the lcey to the solution of the Middle East crisis, and the plans have therefore

of the current international developments. As a long-time friend of the

other Arab peoples that are victimized by the aggression. FurtherllDre, all plans

aborted. At present one hears of plans and counter-plans put forward on the

and plans should primarily consider the interests of the Palestinian people and the

solution of the questions of Palestine and the Middle East and still more may be

EH/ed

directions, especially from the enemies of the Arab peoples. However, everyone of
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break c10wn and vanquish a people determined to fight for 1ts na tional freedom and

their dgbts. Its just cause will end In victory.

Mr. PICKBRING (United States of A"er1ca) , 'lbday I want to address the

general and continuing aspects of the question of Palestine and the paramount issue

of pea,ce in the Arab"'Israeli conflict. The United States has in recent days made

clear its strong views on another, related issue which is now before the Assembly

ana on which J shall have nothing further to add at this time.

This year's debate on the question of Palestine occurs against the backdrop of

events that hold both great promise and risk for a just and equitable resolution of

the Arab-Israel I conflict.

The tragic cycle of violence between Israelis and Palestinians in the West

Banll arM! Gaza continues to carry with it the bitter legacy of confrontation and

mistrust that will make an accommodation difficult to achieve. However, at the

same time there Is 8 process under way that offers the hope of breaking that cycle

of confrontation and replacing it with a practical pathway to a durable

settlement. Indeed, what is 1IlOSt encouragirrog is that Israelis and Pales tin ians are

intensely focused on that process and are looking for ways to \uake it succeed.

It should come as no surprise that the United States st6nds in the forefront

of efforts to support this process and to make it succeed. For two decades my

Government has been intimately involved in the search for an equitable and lasting

settlement to the Arab-Israeli conflict. NOw as then the United States approach to

negotiations ls a pract!c~l one, designed to help the parties find ways to bridge

their differences, and now as then, the United States approach is based on key

principles that we believe can provide a solid foundation for an eqt,itable

settlement.
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These are, First, the 4im of negotiations is IS comprehensive settlement

achieved through negotiations based on United Nations Security Council resolutions

242 (1967) and 338 (19;3). These negotiations should involve territory for peace,
.

security and recognition for Israel and for all States in the region, and

legitimate political rights for the Palestinian people. Secondly, before moving

directly to a final status ssttlement a transitional period will be required so

that the parties can adjust to one another and build the confidence and trust

reqauired for a durable settlement. Thirdly. the shape of a final settlement will

flow from negotiations between the parhes and cannot be dictated by any party in

advance. In this regard the United States does not support the creation of an

independent Palestinian State, nor can we support annexation or permanent Israeli

occupation or control of the West Bank and Ga:Es.

Principles alone, however,4ue not enough to move the parties forward and to

create the conditions necessary to sustain ne~Jtiations. At present the gaps that

separate the parties are too wide and the Nistrust too deep. 1b deal with this

situation an approach is required that will break the current confrontation between

Israelis and Palestinians and replace it with a political process that will

transform th~ situation in the territories and thus change the parties' views of

one another.

We believe that the idea of free and fair elections, articulated as part of

the Government of Israel's initiative of May 1989, offers a practical pathway for

doing that. Elections are not the end of the road. they offer a way to launch a

political process that will lead to negotiations for a durable settlement.
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Democratic forces are stirring in Eastern Europe. ThQ Middle East should not

be immune from this process. Elections are the quintessential political act which

could break down the walls of mistrust, transform the current environment, allow

Palestinians an opportunity to engage in political activity, and facilitate a

process in which Israelis and Palestinians might talk about the structure of peace.

Towards that end the United States has in recent months been working

intensivaly with the Governments of Israel and Egypt and with Palestinians to

facilitate an Israeli-Palestinian dialogue to discuss elections and the negotiating

process that would follow. That dialogue would represent a revolutionary

development. For the first time in the history of this conflict Israelis and

Palestinim~s would be directly engaged in an authoritative dialogue about their

POlitical future.

This process has shCMn great potential and is filled with promise, but to

realize that potential the parties need to make important choices and decisions.

For Palestiniens the choice is clear. The process at hand offers enormous

opportunities to expand their political horizons and break out of the current

tragic stalemate. Indeed, the legitimate political rights of the Palestinian

people can be achieved only through a process of poll tical dialogue and nutual

accommodation. The key now is to realize the promise inherent in this process and

respond pod tive1y to make it la reality.

For Israel, having proposed its peace initiative, the challenge is to do

everything possible to realize its potential. Israel could do that by approaching

the process with the openmindedness and fleXibility necessary to overcome the

problems that need to be solved and by reaching out to Palestinians as pnlitical
.......~,.l

partners in this process.
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The Arab States also be". IS key role to play In sUPportln'j this process and In

creating a favourable envlrOft8ent for prog~es8. ley Arab States can play their

part not only tJr encouraging Palestinians to respond creatively but also by

reaching out to Israel. Indeed. the tiE has t.;g. for the Arab world to follClf the

1~4 of Egypt am of the Palestinians. to recognize Israel and mYe towards IUtual

.,1sceoiliicdation..
""'" "I.••..•
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Those outside the Middle East can also play an illportant role by helpirQ the.

Parties focus on the tough decisions at hand ancS by encouraging them to respond

practically and creatively. Now is the the for constructive decision-making, not

for posturing, and now is the tille to keep the focus on a practical process that

can work, not on unhelpful and provocative ayllbols.

My Governaent is deterllined to do everything it can to promote this process

and to see it through to a caaprehensive peace. I hope that the international

CO.-unity will support us in these efforts. The stakes of continued confrontation

are too high to do otherwise, ftnd the potential benefits of Arab-Israeli

accoBmOdation are too great not to seize the opportunity at hand.

We stand at an important junction en the road to the search for peace in the

Middle East. Join with us as we lIove forward to attain the oolllPrehensive and

durable peace that all !)f us seek.

The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m.
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